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Sofia Adrogué Named One of “The 25 Most Influential Hispanic 
Lawyers” by Latino Leaders
February 15, 2016
Sofia Adrogué, a member at Gray Reed & McGraw, has been named one of “The 25 Most 
Influential Hispanic Lawyers” by Latino Leaders magazine.
Attorneys were chosen based on their power, relevance and success rate. Adrogué was 
previously featured by the magazine as “The Justice Professional.” For more than a decade, 
Latino Leaders magazine has featured the top Latinos in the United States, including 
politicians, sports stars, business owners and other relevant and successful leaders.
Adrogué handles complex commercial litigation and multi-party proceedings in state and 
federal courts, as well as in ADR proceedings throughout the United States and abroad. She 
represents clients in a wide variety of industries, ranging from entrepreneurs to 
multinational corporations. Adrogué has been profiled by many publications, including 
Texas Lawyer (one of Texas' Top "40 Under 40"), Texas Monthly and Law & Politics 
Magazine ("Texas Super Lawyer"), and Houston Woman Magazine. She also serves as the 
Editor of Texas Business Litigation (ALM 2015, 2016) (First & Second Edition).  A native of 
Argentina, she is a graduate of the Harvard Business School Owner/President Management 
Program, an alumna of the Harvard Business School, and received her J.D. from the 
University of Houston Law Center, magna cum laude, Order of the Coif and Barons, and her 
B.A. from Rice University, magna cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, both on full academic 
scholarships.
About Gray Reed & McGraw
Founded in 1985, Gray Reed & McGraw is a full-service, Texas based law firm with more 
than 120 lawyers practicing in Dallas and Houston. Gray Reed & McGraw offers a wide range 
of legal services including business litigation, corporate transactions, oil & gas, tax planning 
and litigation, real estate, healthcare, trusts and estates, employment law, family law, 
intellectual property, and bankruptcy. For more information, visit www.grayreed.com.
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